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This article briefly explores the aspects of internally securing
a J2EE-based application server, such as IBM’s WebSphere
Application Server (WSAS). A previous article (Technical

Support, May 2002) provided an overview of some of the external
security considerations such as the placement of firewalls and the
logical and physical separation of the Web server/JSP/servlets (i.e.,
the presentation layer) from the application server that houses much of
the business logic and serves as the gateway into corporate resources
such as legacy IMS systems and highly secure backend databases.

Incidentally, this article excludes any discussion of single sign-on
(SSO) or Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) mechanisms. It is possi-
ble that in the future the technologies discussed here may ideally
incorporate SSO or move dramatically in that direction. And
although PKI has a good fit with eBusiness (or eGovernment)
initiatives, it really is a separate topic. Technical Support has pub-
lished numerous articles on PKI. (To access these articles, go to
www.naspa.com and click on “Technical Support.” You can do a
keyword search on the indexes to locate these articles.) I would also
like to introduce another acronym that is closely related to PKI —
privilege management infrastructure (PMI). A future article will

profile the PMI vendor offering in light of our internal and external
security requirements for eInitiatives.

When securing individuals, we face three major considerations:

◆ perform identity management
◆ choose an authorization process and manage authorization via

role-based access mechanisms and alternatives
◆ address the need for confidentiality and some form of

non-repudiation

LOGGING INTO AN EBUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

This article assumes that the end user is coming into the WSAS
environment from a browser, just as we might, for example, when
using online banking facilities.

Please remember, however, as mentioned in the previous article,
more robust alternatives to the browser can be developed along the
lines of the traditional client/server model in order to give the end
user a richer client system. One approach would be to use Java Swing
to develop a Windows look-and-feel, a design decision that might let
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the client directly attach into the application server. In this case, we
utilize a Java client that invokes an EJB method in the WSAS with
communication occurring over a secure link using the IIOP1 protocol
rather than the HTTP/HTML protocol used in Web browsers.

In the browser scenario shown in Figure 1, I enter the appropriate
URL, such as royalbank.ca, click on the online banking icon, and
accept the challenge to provide my userid and a password. Once
accepted, I now have access to my account information. Now, what
just happened here? If you are like me, you would immediately blame
any anomalies on someone else. However, back to technology...

JAVA SECURITY IN AN APPLICATION SERVER
ENVIRONMENT

It is helpful to imagine the WSAS comprising a number of dis-
tinct processes: in this case, an administrative server and a security
server. The former handles the transactional attributes associated
with the business logic and the latter provides access control. An
IBM White paper written by Nataraj Nagaratnam2 provides a good
conceptual overview of the flow and architectural components.

PROTECTION DOMAINS AND THE SECURITY
REALM

The Java security model itself has evolved. Figure 2 illustrates
that both local and remote code is subject to security policies prior
to being loaded into the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and is
assigned unique and exclusive permission sets. The new model
provides the following:

◆ finer granularity
◆ an access control mechanism that is more extensible and more

easily modifiable
◆ an environment that is easier to configure and manage
◆ far less complex programming

The Java Sandbox is an example of a protection domain that
places tight controls around the execution of downloaded code:
This is why applets are considered, relatively speaking, secure —
that is, unlikely to be carrying malicious code. This notion of the
domain is generalized so that each Java class executes within one
and only one protection domain, each with associated permissions.
The protection domain exists when a component is first loaded. The
domain has two attributes: a signer and a location. If no one has
signed the code, the signer is probably unacceptable. The location
is the URL where the Java classes reside. While the system uses the
global policy for a default set of permissions, it attempts to
derive a set of permissions for the domain based on its
signer/location attributes.

A protection domain falls into one of two categories: system or
application. It is important that all protected external resources such
as file system, networking elements or operating system resources
are accessible only by the system domain. Nonetheless, a thread of
execution frequently involves an application and system. When a
print request executes a system function in the system domain in
order to access the output stream, the protection mechanism must
ensure that the application domain does not automatically inherit
system-level permissions.

Conceptually, a domain simply encloses a set of classes whose
instances are granted the same set of permissions. The policy that
is currently in effect determines the protection domains. In the
WSAS environment, the WSAS security server controls access to
these policies. The Java application environment maintains a map-
ping from its classes and instances to their protection domains and
then to their permissions. Figure 3 shows how permissions are
propagated during the class loading process.

Sun has some excellent articles pertaining to the inner-workings
of the Java Security Architecture3.

ENTER JAAS

Up to this point executables were being protected at the code
level — sort of an all-or-nothing situation. Enterprises — at least
mission-critical ones — tend to apply security at the individual
resource level. What the Java development community needed was
a security model that was user-centric. Accordingly, a Java
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FIGURE 1: INITIAL SIGN-ON PROCESS 

FIGURE 2: JAVA 2 PLATFORM SECURITY MODEL 

The code runs with permissions. There is no built-in notion of trusted code.

1IIOP (Internet Inter-ORB Protocol) is a protocol that makes it possible for distributed programs
written in different programming languages to communicate over the Internet. It is part of the
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) standard. Using IIOP and related
protocols, an organization can write programs that will be able to communicate with their own
or other organization’s existing or future programs wherever they are located and without
having to understand anything about the program other than its service and a name.
2“Controlling Access to WebSphere Resources Using the WebSphere Security Application”.
IBM White paper, November 27, 2000, edited by Nataraj Nagaratnam.
See also www-3.ibm.com/software/webservers/appserv/security_v35.pdf.
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Authentication & Authorization Service (JAAS) was introduced on
April 4, 1999 as an extension of the Java specification. In addition
to enhancing the focus of the Java security architecture, the Java
security model also addresses the need to interact with existing
secure operating systems and resource managers such as RACF or
ACF2 and applications that today are concerned with the identity
of the person or computer attempting to access and execute their
business logic.

JAAS allows Java to interact with underlying security applica-
tions to determine the identity of the end user by providing access
to a variety of login methods and propagate these identities to the
Java runtime and, ultimately, to enforce access controls specified in
terms of the end-user identity.

JAAS is the Java version of the standard Pluggable
Authentication Module (PAM) framework and supports user-
based authorization. See Figure 4 for PAM and Figure 5 for the
JAAS classes. The significance of JAAS’s evolution from its
PAM roots is that it enables Java applications to remain indepen-
dent from underlying authentication technologies. Developers
use a Login Module API to access a roll-your-own, an emerging
PMI vendor solution or some legacy security system such as
RACF. The API also supports access to databases and directories
using Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) to read a local database
modified to hold user- and role-based access information or
alternately use the lightweight directory access protocol (LDAP)
to read a corporate directory.

PROCESSING THE INDIVIDUAL USER

Here you need to ask two questions:

◆ Do I know you?
◆ What are your rights?

To answer the first question, applications initiate the authentication
process by instantiating a LoginContext object. This object reads a
configuration file to determine what authentication technologies
will be used to complete the identity management process. My
banking example simply used a LoginModule that prompted for
my userid and password and verified the pair. However, more
sophisticated authentication schemes might use PKI — the choice
is driven by an organization’s requirements for confidentiality and
non-repudiation.

One of the principal challenges was how to represent the end
user. Accordingly, the Java community process retired the original
construct of Identity as it was perceived as being insufficiently gen-
eralized and introduced a number of abstractions: subject, principal
and credential.

◆ A subject may be any entity, such as a person, a computer or a
service. An authenticated subject is populated with one or
more principals. For example, the getPrincipals() method
retrieves the principals associated with a subject. This collection
of subject and principals forms an authenticated context.

◆ The principal is based on the existence of relatively
distinguishable unique keys such as one’s name (one principal)

and social insurance number/social security number
(another principal).

◆ Principals must have some sort of proof of identity, and since
these proofs of identity would likely consist of confidential
information, and since the content of a credential varied
widely across authentication mechanisms — from a simple
password to a fingerprint to a retinal scan — a set of public
and private credentials was also added to subject and the type
of a credential was simply left as java.lang.Object.

The LoginContext class provides the basic method of authenticat-
ing subjects with the actual authentication occurring when a call to
the login()method is issued. When a component needs to ensure
only authenticated end users access its services, it explicitly
constructs a LoginContext object and issues a call to the login()
method in order to build a subject comprising valid principal
and credential objects.

The LoginModule interface implements various “pluggable”
authentication technologies and its methods include login() and
logout().

The static method doAs() has the effect of having an action run
under the permissions umbrella of the authenticated subject.
Therefore, once the login() has completed successfully, the rou-
tine calls the Subject.doAs() method with the subject information
and the permitted action. This method call runs the specified per-
mitted action in the object’s run() statement, suitably constrained
by the “subject’s” attributes. When the method terminates, the
program simply reverts to the security state in effect prior to the
doAs( ) call.
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FIGURE 3: HOW PERMISSIONS ARE PROPAGATED
FROM CLASS DURING LOADING 

FIGURE 4: THE JAAS PLUGGABLE AUTHENTICATION MODEL 

3See http://java.sun.com/security/ for a discussion of current developments. For a good historical
overview of security considerations, please refer to an initial paper dating back to 1998 by Li
Gong of Sun, which can be found at http://java.sun.com/products/jdk/1.2/docs/guide/security/
spec/security-spec.doc.html.
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The JAAS artifacts actually reside in separate physical classes7

from existing Java 2 security policy — nonetheless, logically, the
two policies should be treated as one.

Now that I have briefly described how authentication can be used
to circumscribe what an end user can do, let me summarize:

1. An application instantiates the following LoginContext:

LoginContext context = new LoginContext(“name”, CallbackHandler)
Context.login();

2. The LoginContext consults the Configuration file to
determine what pluggable authentication modules have
been installed.

3. It loads the appropriate LoginModules configured for
that application.

4. The application invokes the LoginContext login() method.
5. The login() method invokes the loaded LoginModules.
6. Each LoginModule attempts to authenticate the subject

and associates relevant principals and credentials with
the subject.

7. The LoginContext returns the authentication status to
the application.

8. The application retrieves the following authenticated subject
from the LoginContext:

Subject subject + context.getSubject();

9. The following Subject.doAs() method is invoked to apply
fine-grained access controls on the subject:

Subject.doAs(subject, action);

10. The permissions associated with the subject are configured in
a JAAS policy authorization class.

HOW JAAS IS IMPLEMENTED IN THE WEBSPHERE
APPLICATION SERVER

A security system operates in what is known as a security
realm. All related applications reside in the same realm. The
administrator sets the name for the realm and applications and
their supporting services such as security operate within that
single realm.

Security in the WSAS is managed by three interconnected
and interrelated components. Together they form a unified
security model, allowing a single policy to govern the security
of the following diverse set of resources: security server, col-
laborator and plug-in.

◆ Security server: This is attached to the WebSphere
administrative server. The security server centralizes control
over security policies such as permissions, provides
authentication and authorization services, and acts as a trusted
third-party that the security collaborator and security plug-in
use for security policy and control.

◆ Security collaborator: This is a run-time component for
servlets, Java Server Pages (JSPs) and enterprise beans. It is
allied with the application servers. For example, when a Java
client attempts to invoke a method on a servlet or an enterprise
bean, the security collaborator does the following:

• performs authentication (e.g., based on userid and password)
• logs trace information
• enforces the delegation policy
• builds a security context that contains the appropriate

information for the end user, including what methods
may be invoked, either directly or through
indirect invocation

◆ Security plug-in: It is also a run-time component. It is
attached to the Web servers and protects access to HTML
pages served by the Web server. Whenever a Web resource is
protected by WSAS security, the security plug-in consults the
security server for authentication and authorization services.
For example, when an end user invokes a servlet by entering
its URL in a browser, the target Web server receives the
request and determines if the URL is protected. If so, the Web
server challenges the end user to provide a userid and
password. The plug-in subsequently passes this information to
the security server for authentication and (if successfully
authenticated) for the necessary permissions to access the
URL. The plug-in sets up a security context, which includes
security credentials and forwards this information to the
servlet engine in the WSAS application server. Before
invoking a specific method on the servlet, the security

FIGURE 5: LIST OF KEY JAAS AND JAVA 2 SECURITY POLICY CLASSES 
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collaborator in turn extracts the credentials and verifies
that the user is authorized to invoke that method.

WSAS employs a number of authentication mechanisms, including:

◆ None
◆ Basic: The security service validates the userid and password

against a list of known users. This list can take the form of a
simple registry, a JDBC accessible database, or an LDAP
directory service.

◆ Digital certificates
◆ Form-based login challenge: Instead of using a userid and

password combination or digital certificates, custom code can
be developed within the application.

WebSphere uses a capability-based model for security where indi-
vidual resources are collected into applications and methods are col-
lected into method groups. Each user has a set of application and
method-group pairs called a “permission,” which indicates the meth-
ods within an application to which the user has rights. The
WebSphere administrator grants users access to applications by
doing the following:

◆ mapping sets of related resource into applications
◆ mapping sets of related methods into method groups
◆ granting users permission lists

When an end user attempts to perform an operation, the securi-
ty run-time determines the permissions that will grant access. If
the requesting user has at least one of the necessary lists, the
authorization check succeeds and the user is permitted to perform
the operation.

FINAL WORDS

JAAS enables developers to implement authentication and access
control functionality while minimizing coding within an applica-

tion and helps create an application isolation layer as well. On the
horizon is the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) ini-
tiative, sponsored by the Organization for the Advancement of
Structured Information Standards (OASIS), which defines a com-
mon language for describing and distributing authentication and
authorization “assertions.”

Please refer to the JAAS Reference Guide for more information
on the Java Authentication and Authorization Service4. The site also
includes white papers and tutorials. Sun also provides another site
that probably contains everything you could conceivably want to
know about security in the Java environment5.

Finally, I would like to recommend two excellent articles on this
topic:

◆ Extend JAAS for Class Instance-Level Authorization by Carlos
Foneseca6

◆ Security Challenges for Enterprise Java in an eBusiness
Environment7
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4http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4/docs/guide/security/jaas/JAASRefGuide.html
5http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4/docs/guide/security/index.html
6Carlos Fonesca, Software Engineer, IBM April 2002
www-106.ibm.com/developerworks/java/library/j-jaas/?loc=j
7IBM Systems Journal Volume 40, Number 1, 2001 Koved et al. Available online at
www.research.ibm.com/journal/sj/401
/koved.html.


